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roOHDINATKi:  OF ACTIVITIES  OF  THE UNITED NATIONS  SYSTEM OF ORGANIZATIONS  IN THE 
FIELD OF  1NDUGTHIAL DEVELOPMENT (ID/B/3 and Corr.l  and 2 and Add. 1-8)  (continued) 

Mr.  ABE (Japan) said that co-ordination of the activities of UNIDO and of 

the United  Nations system of organizations in connexion with industrial development 

should aim at avoiding duplication and overlapping and at filling gaps and 

remedying dpfi^jeroiec  in co-ordination.    General  Assembly resolution 2152 (XXI), 

jaragrajhs 2Y-*C,  clearly defined the role of UNIDO  in co-ordination and 

co-operation.     Ir  his view,   therefore    it would be wrong to prolong a theoretical 

debate unnecessarily; what was needed was an attack on practical problems.    In that 

regard,   the Executive Director had stressed that UNIDO should work closely with all 

United  Nations organizations,  basing itself on their experience and knowledge.    What 

was important was to find any gaps in the industrial development programmes 

undertaken by those organizations and, where they appeared, to remedy them.    The 

consolidateü reports of the activities of the United Nations system of 

organizations could be highly useful in that connexion,  but their presentation and 

approach should be reconsidered,  with a view to adapting them to the requirements 

of the E.oard. 

The board should ensure full and complete co-operation on the practical level 

between the various United Nations organizations.    Many delegations had stressed 

the great value of promoting export-oriented industries - a matter which had been 

taken ur  by the Centre for Industrial Development and which should continue to be 

the object of UNIDO's activities.    However,  since UNCTAD existed and was likely 

also to have an interest in the matter,  the spheres of competence of the two 

organizations must be clearly defined.    For exejimle,  document ID/B/'+ (p. 89) 

mentioned a programme of training for export promotion personnel that left it open 

to question whether UNCTAD or UNIDO would be responsible for its execution.    What 

was important was that the organizations concerned should find an appropriate 

formula for defining their respective spheres of competence that would make it 

¡ossible for them to contribute,  to the best of their ability, to the realization 

of joint projects.    ¡."NICO should also establish such co-operation with the 

regional  economic commissions,  which had already achieved encouraging results in 

the  l'ield   .)!' economic development. 

/... 
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While he apprecir.ted the desire of some delegations for decentralization of 

the organization's activities,  he thought that proposals for the establishment of 

UNIDO regional centres were somewhat premature.     It would be better to leave the 

question pending and simply to consider,  at the present stage,  exchanges of 

personnel between UNIDO and the regional economic commissions.    Co-operation with 

the regional and international development banks should not be neglected. 

The statements made by those representatives of United Nations organizations 

who had already spoken gave grounds for hoping that UNIDO could count on the 

understanding and co-operation of the agencies concerned. 

Mr. BILLNER (Sweden) proposed that the «tatémente of the Administrator 

of the United Nations Development Programme and the Under-Secretary for Inter- 

Agency Affairs (ID/B/SR.12) should be issued as official documents oí the Board. 
*/ It was so decided.-7 

Mr. FÜRTHCMMS (Belgium) cautioned the Board against being over-ambitious. 

His desire wae that UNIDO should be a continuing success, and co-ordination was 

therefore of vital importance.    UNIDO was merely one United Nations organization 

among many, and it should work in perfect harmony with the others.    That was a 

necessity for both the secretariat and the Board.    The secretariat would have to 

deal with other secretariats which were aware of their responsibilities and 

duties and were anxious not to have their scope of action restricted, while the 

Board was composed of representatives of countries which were also members of the 

deliberative bodies of other organizations.    Although the countries were the same, 

the persons representing them were not.    That being so, UNIDO's co-ordinating 

authority must be flexible and simple and must be aimed at preventing and 

reconciling conflicts, not at creating them. 

Some delegations had raised the question whether to opt for a regulatory or 

a negotiating procedure.    In his view, paragraph 2? of General Assembly resolution 

2152 (XXI) could not be interpreted as conferring any regulatory power whatever, 

and any attempt to lay down rules for UNIDO's co-ordinating function would only 

*/    The full text of Mr. Hoffman's statement and of Mr. Hill's statement have been 
issued as documents ID/B/L.5 and ID/B/L.6 respectively. 

A.. 
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rive rise tu futile conflicts at a time -„hen so much remained to be done in the 

field of industrialization. 

UNIDO should tackle work not yet undertaken by the other organizations; if, in 

so doiny, it encroached on areas in which other organizations were already active, 

it would have to enter into consultations with them, in order to decide whether the 

status QU_O should be maintained, whether, in view of the possibility of conflicts 

of competence, a transfer of activities to UNIDO should be arranged, or whether 

concerted action would not be better and more effective.  It was clear to him that 

in such cases it was not possible to lay down rules or to define the spheres of 

cempetence in a hard and fast way. On the contrary, the Board should encourage 

flexibility and should act in the best interests of the needy countries.  In his 

view, the more discreetly UNIDO acted at the beginning, the more friendly would be 

its relations with other organizations and the more lasting would be its success. 

Mr. Dumiterescu (Remania), Vice-President, took the Chair. 

Mr. t/ANCHCO (India) said he believed that UNIDO's co-ordinating function 

should be considered first of all frcm the standpoint of the establishment of 

relations with other United Nations organization.  In that connexion, the desire 

to co-operate fully with UNIDO which had been expressed by the Administrator of 

UNDD and the representatives of specialized agencies was highly gratifying.  The 

Centre for Industrial Develoiment had already established good relations with some 

organizations, such as the International I.ah-,r Organisation, and it was to be 

hoped that UNIDO would continue along the same lines. With a view to the 

establishment of such relations, however, it might prove necessary to make certain 

readjustments in the activities which were being carried out by the other 

organizations.  In the absence of a specialized body such as UNIDO field operations 

would also have to be co-ordinated and, in that regard, the idea of seconding 

industrial advisers to the UNDP Resident Representatives was an excellent one. 

Another objective of co-ordination was to avoid duplication. The method of 

nerotiotion seemed best for that purrose. Unfortunately, it was not always 

tossi hie to reçoive problems of duplication by negotiation and in such cases it 

was u! to the Hoard to rrovide the necessary guidelines.  If the Board was to 

u-rforrr. it,, task effectively, it must have more complete information - in other 

a .-< n.solidaud taMe of the werk programmes of the organizations concerned 
W' Î'1 
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and also,  perhaps,  analytic comments bj, the Exocutive Director pointing out any 

instances of overlapping.     It was too early to take a decision on the kind  of 

machinery,   such as a working group or a standing committee,  that was required to 

consider the problems involved;  in the final analysis,  however,  it vas the Board's 

responsibility to define UNIDO's co-ordinating authority. 

Mr. UGGELDAHL (Finland) said that it was difficult to resolve the 

problem of co-ordination because it was so closely related to the establishment cf 

the future work programme.    However,  there appeared to have emerged from the debate 

on the work programme a gradual approach to problems,  aß had been advocated by the 

Executive Director in his statement.    It might perhaps be best to begin inside the 

organization, by laying the groundwork for co-ordinating future activities with 

those of other bodies.    For example,  it would be valuable if some thought  could be 

given to co-ordination at the time of the recruitment and reorganization of the 

staff.    One person could be made responsible for a feasible project and all its 

co-ordination aspects;  he would collect information about what other bodies in the 

United Nations system were doing in the sector concerned and would specialize in 

certain branches of activity related to promotion of industrialization in developing 

countries.    That would be a pragmatic but effective way of improving co-ordination. 

Mr. AMMAR (International  Labour Organisation),  speaking at the invitation 

of the President,  recalled that in November I966 the ILO had confirmed its 

willingness to help UNIDO in promoting the industrialization of developing 

countries.    The establishment of the new organization filled a gap in United 

Nations machinery and provided a framework within which all agency activities could 

be properly fitted.    The ILO had a long-standing intereJt in the problems  of 

industrial development which came within its competence.    The International Labour 

Conference, attended by representatives of employers,  workers end Governments of 

1C6 countries, had at its last session unanimously taken the view that the efforts 

of the ILO in respect of industrialization should be intensified.    An item  on the 

role of the ILO in the field of industrialization, with particular reference to the 

developing countries,  had been placed on the agenda of the forthcoming General 

Conference.    He hoped that the Executive Director of UNIDO and some members of the 

Board would be able to participate in the discussion«;. 

/... 

¿u«tt ¿¡¿am 
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In accordance with General Assembly resolution 2152 (XXl), paragraph 3I1, 

co-ordination between UNIDO and the socialized agencies concerned was to be 

"urried out at the inter-governmental level by the Board.  In giving the necessary 

guidance to the executive Directer, the Board would surely take into account the 

res] onsibilities of the Econrmic and Joeial Council, under the Charrer of the 

United Nations, and the relationship agreements with the agencies concerned. For 

its ¡art, the lLu would dc all it could to ensure the success of any inter- 

sccrotariut machinery for co-ordination. It would be useful if relations between 

ULIDO and the ILO could be regulated by a formal agreement which would define as 

precisely as jossihle their mutual fields of competence and the practical 

modalities of co-operation. The ILO had concluded such an agreement with the 

Centre for Industrial Uevel&iment on vocational training and management development. 

Discussion fiad taken place with the Centre on the question of small industry, and 

the ILO would be able to make a number of specific suggestions when discussion vas 

resumed with UNIR. Thus, it should not prove difficult to reach an agreement with 
M']lA! an,i to have -t an roved by the resjective governing bodies. Of course, 

certain adjustments might have to be made in the future, and that point could 

Iorhaps be made clear when the agreement was drafted. 

nny agreement, if it was to be functional, must be implemented with conviction 

and in good faith. The executive heads of the agencies concerned must exercise 

their authority to promote a spirit of co-operation and eliminate the narrow 

outlvck se metimos displayed by their staff. In particular, it would be desirable 

te increase contacts between the technical staff of the various organizations. The 

ID1 would soon have a strongly decentralized and regionalized structure. The 

technical field staff would be responsible for ensuring effective co-ordinatJ.on 

with the regional, sub-regional and national bodies, and in particular with the 

regie nal econrmic commissions and the Resident Représentatives. It would be most 

désirai le for I'NIDo representatives at the regional and national levels to work 

together wit): their ILO counter] arts. 

it.teriat ior.al organizations wore not. always the masters of their programmes. 
1,1 l!l * likl "1hers, sometimes baci to carry out projects which were inadequately 

•"'" ' ii:'lt,i! '«*• tlio national level, and the activities of the United Nations family 
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generally were not always fitted into a national development plan.    A strong 

co-ordination machinery at the national  lavel was therefore vital  if the activities 

of the various international bodies were to be harmonized. 

Mr» RAJ (International Bank for Reconstruction and Development),  speaking 

at the invitation of the President,  said that the Bank and its affiliates, which 

had  co-opèrated closely in the past with the Centre and with the Commissioner for 

Industrial Development, welcomed the establislunent of UNIDO.    The amount of 

assistance provided by the Bank Group was evidence of its interest in industrial 

development.    As of June 30 I966,  some $2,CC0 million had been invested by the 

Group in industrial projects in developing countries.    The International Finance 

Corporation was responsible for co-ordinating the activities of the Bank Group in 

the field of industrial financing,  irrespective of the source of the funds.    He was 

pleased to note that the representative of Japan had stressed the need for closer 

co-operation between UNIDO and the international financial institutions, 

particularly regional development banks.    The Bank and its affiliates had close 

relations with twenty-five development finance companies all wer the world and 

were co-operating with regional development banks in Latin America, Asia and Africa. 

The Bank Group was reedy to make available to UNIDO the experience it had acquired 

through contacts with Governments and industrial groups. 

Mr. WILLIAMS (International Monetary Fund), speaking at the invitation of 

the President, said he agreed with the Administrator of UNDP that industrialization 

required the creation of appropriate conditions in a number of connected fields. 

Cne of those fields was that of financial and monetary stability, the establishment 

of which would assist the developing countries in developing markets and making the 

necessary long-term commitments. 

Mr. ADAMEK (Czechoslovakia) said that co-ordination was one of the main 

tasks of UNIDO.    Co-ordination must in all cases precede the implementation of 

projects, and mere exchanges of information could not serve as a substitute.    The 

activities of the various organizations concerned must be harmonized in advance by 

means of plans which might run for a period of two or three yeart.    Long-term 

co-ordination was indispensable for future United Nations activities in the field 

of industrial development, and the Secretariat should submit to the Board at its 

second session a long-term work programme taking account of the discussions at the 

"-"HMfftr' " ~ ""*"' 
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present  session and the  conclusions of the Athens Symposium.    The plan should  cover 

fields which hud not hitherto been given adequate attention,   particularly the 

utilization of natural  resources and the training of management personnel and of 

specialists  in project preparation and evaluation,  location,  and organization of 

production.    Closer co-ordination in those fields was  indispensable. 

Cf course, the Board  could not review all the proposed projects;   that task 

should be entrusted to  the secretariat,  which should be given broad but clear 

guidelines.    The sessional ccmmittee on co-ordination should be acked to  identify 

areas of agreement and to  .submit any differences of \iew to the Foard for a decision. 

Mr.  OLIMI DE (Nigeria) considered that the provisions of General Assembly 

resolution 2152 (XXI)  on UNIDO'e relations with the specialized agencies were so 

wide that great care would be needed to avoid duplication and to use the experience 

and facilities of existing  international organizations to the full.    UNIDO,  which 

should  be  fully informed  of the activities of the other United Nations bodies,  could 

not immediately take over all their present activities  in the sphere of industrial 

development,    hepresentatives agreed that  its co-ordinating function? were designed 

to enable iL  Lo identify  gaps and promote a comprehendive and balanced work 

programme.     In order to play a central role in the industrial development of the 

developing countries and  perform its co-ordinating functions,  UNIDO must first 

establish a solid base for itself.    It would then be able tu establish meaningful 

contacts with the other organizations involved and harmonize their activities.    The 

agencies should inform the Executive Director of their work programmes before 

finalizing them; UNIDO was in a better position to take an over-all view of 

industrial development problems and thereby discover duplication in the projects 

envisaged  by the various   bodies.    However,   the Board should establish a scale of 

priorities for the objectives of the new organization.     Its main preoccupation at 

the moment  should be to  formulate well-planned projects and to avoid sterile 

ccmpetition «nth other  bodies in spheres where they already had experience and 

facilities.     For exai^le,   F AC,  which had the  requisite experience,   funds,  facilities 

and personnel,   ohould  continue  its activities relating  to agro-industries.     UNIDO 

should   be oarci'iiJ  not  t^  disperso ite  limited resources  in spheres where other 

n-rarii zatirr.'» wire aircauy  working,  but that approach  should not be unduly  rigid. 
1'"1' exi:i;1, .    '• 'r^joct   r  r  the est ab lis! .ment  of a  sugar factory,   for which UNIDO*6 

/ ... 
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help had Heen requested,   might reveal the need   for a plantation;  I!NI¡(   c<-uM then 

take charge of a joint IJNIDO/FAO ¡.rojee»   covering both the  industrial  and 

agricultural as¡ects of the problem.    There muüt   he a full and continuou:     M-ìatìf« 

of information on all the  field activities of United Nations agencies,     ".nber 

States,   for their part,   should harmonize their requests for assistance,   which must 

be dealt with .speedily oven when they involved  co-o¡eration between  two or more 

agencies.    Hie delegation had noted the iakistan representative's suggestion that 

a co-ordinating committee composed of countries members of the Board should be 

established,  but had no fixed views on the question,  since it believed that at 

present co-ordination was mainly the responsibility of Member States.    UNIDO should 

be given sufficient directives as to its co-ordinating function with regard to 

the ILO.    The relevant activities of the ILO should be dovetailed with those of 

UNIDO and other United Nations agencies in order to ensure that industrial 

development in the developing countries proceeded satisfactorily. 

His delegation was gratified to note that UNIDO,  UNCTAD and GAIT were already 

co-ordinating their activities for the promotion of export-oriented  industries,  a 

sphere in which it should be possible to define clearly each organization's main 

responsibilities.    That co-ordinaticr ctold be continued through practical 

arrangements between the secretariats concerned.    UNIDO should also maintain close 

contacts with the regional economic commissions.    For example, UNIDO could make a 

useful contribution in certain sre?iflc spheres to the ECA regional  industrial 

development plan for West Africa. 

Once it was given positive and objective guidelines, UNIDO could play a 

central co-ordinating role which would enable  it to secure maximum efficiency in 

the planning and execution of industrial projects at the national,   sub-regional and 

regional levels. 

Mr. OPDOOBADI (Iran) recalled that, pursuant to General Assembly 

resolution 215^ (XXI), UNIDO was to review and facilitate the co-ordination of all 

industrial development activities undertaken by the United Nations system.    The 

Board's task was similarly clear and specific:   namely, to facilitate that 

co-ordination.    It should therefore examine closely the feasibility of establishing 

a co-ordinating committee to ensure that UNIDO took the lead  in industrial 
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o.-velo; meat  activities  and coula  J M i orín  the  function of  stimulating the 

ir:üi.L'.Irialization process  in develop!-if  countries.    The  establishment of the 

^•r. remittee would  rot detract, frcm the  Courd's powers and authority. 

:>uosequently,   a similar commit lee  should  tie established in each country to 

c'i-crdl ¡ate  industrial  activities  .it  tlie  national level.     That would be  the last 

bta.x-,   tut   in the meantime co-ordinating  commit tees could be established  at  the 

regie-,al  level,     ¡its delegation supported,  the suggestion made by the represontive of 

ti e federal Republic of '"^rrnany (iD/B/ba.LC) ;   the proposed document would facilitate 

the  Beard's discussion1.". 

Mr.  KKIiDIÜLa  (Uruguay) said that one of the prerequisites for progress 

with  regard to co-ordination was the establishment of a detailed work programme. 

Jhteres of cewjetence should be clearly defined.    Co-ordination was mainly a 

technical task calling for great pragmatism and caution,   and  should be left to the 

judgement of the executive  Director and the secretariat. 

Mjr_.  Tell  (Jordan)  resumed the Chair. 

Mr.  M'^LL (Canada)  stressed  the complexity of the co-ordination problem. 

whi< done could occupy the Beard for a. whole session.     The question should be 

dealt int.li at   the secretariat level,   and  only decision.«-  on major problems should be 

submitted   to the  board.     It. would perhaps be advisable to  strengthen the co-ordinating 

sub-eri.'iinittee of the C ,mrnittce on Programme and Co-ordination, which might be the 

most,  ai propri ate body to deal with  that question. 

K/iCG should work initially in spherou. not dealt with by other United Nations 

bodies.      'learly,  with  its limited financial resources,   it could not tackle all 

industrialization problems at once.    Me stressed the importance of what had been 

calie,    co-ordination in  the field and  expressed the hope that all UNIDO specialists 

would  cc-operate closely wit!; their counterparts frcm other United Nations bodies. 

I",   vrdor  to examine the   luestion of co-nrdmation the Board did not perhaps need a 

locurr.ei.t   as voluminous as the  second consolidated report of the industrial 

develop ment   activities of the ''nited  Hâtions system of organizations (ID/B/});  a 

: rief  summary  of  activities  would  suffice. 

Ir.    '^Idh^ï   (V.urid  Health >'"'rrur.izat ion),   speaking at the President's 

¡   • ii-'ior ,   .a: i   that   although    i!' 's activities were only  indirectly connected with 

>•     flhrs  ,eforo   the  ¡can.,   they  were  nevertheless  relevant,  in that they 

.   fri,.;  irli,   i'    »-'Ma,--  advu.tare  of  the benefit-C  <'f industrialization and 
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in preventing possible hazards (unhealthy environment, poor working conditions) 

which might arice during the industrialization process.    WHO was continually 

expanding its activities in the spheres of occupational health,  industrial hygiene, 

environmental and water pollution, water supply and training.     It had always 

co-operated with the Centre for Industrial Development and the other United Nations 

bodies concerned with industrialization and wished to assure the Board that it 

would co-operate fully with UNIDO. 

Mr. WOODWARD (Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations), 

speaking at the invitation of the President,  said that many FAO activities were 

devoted to industrial development and that,  in line with a principle always stressed 

by UNIDO,  those activities were "action-oriented".    In I966,  out of a budget of 

$80 million, FAO had devoted more than $55 million to action projects and field 

operations.    Out of that amount, about $10 million had been spent on industrial 

development action projects.    A study of the relevant sections of document ID/B/3/Aàd.l, 

and more expecially of document ID/B/3/Add.3,  revealed the tremendous range and 

practical nature of those activities.    It would aleo he ne+ed that thsy were 

identifiable with, or related to, agricultural production in the broader sense. 

Industrial development activities were integrated with FAO's ov-jr-all 

programme of work, which was reviewed regularly by the governing bodies of the 

organization.    With regard to the relationship between those activities and the 

broader industrial field, it would be appropriate to recall the statement of the 

Director-General of FAO at the forty-first session of the Economic and Social 

Council,  in which he had stressed the interdependence of agriculture and industry 

in the total process of economic development.    He had gone on to inform the 

promoting industries within FAO's area of competence, especially those relating to 

the processing of food products.    The Director-General had called for a close 

working relationship between UNIDO and FAO.    FAO recognized that UNIDO had a 

general planning function covering all industrial development,  including the 

sector which was the direct responsibility of FAO, and his organization was ready 

to assist and co-operate in the formulation and consideration of plans of action. 

/... 
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PAO had a certain interest   in  industries which supplied agricultural 

requisites, such as   fertilizers,   insecticides,   agricultural  chemicals and vacciner,, 

as  well as in various services   related  tr.   the  agricultural  sector.     A  number of 

those  fields  had   industrial  aspects  am were  primarily of interest  to UNIDO.     In 

all  of them,  co-operation between FAn and other organizations  of the United Nat Uns 

family was mutually advantageous  and  enabled  services   to Governments to be 

improved. 

The efforts   of UNIDO and FAO could  be complementary.     For example,  the 

fertilizer prograraces of FAO had  made it possible to increase annual production 

substantially  in the participating countries.     That area - and others  - offered 

great possibilities   for industrial development,   provided that a joint effort waa 

undertaken,  based,   on the one hand,  on the  experience and  expertise of FAO in 

soil analysis and   field demonstrations and,   on the other hand,  on specialized work 

by UNIDO regarding  the industrialization and manufacturing aspects.    On either side 

of ,the middle category represented  by the fertilizer industry there were 

activities such as  heavy industry which were  clearly within UNIDO':? jurisdiction 

¡and FAO activities   which were linked  Dy their very nature to factor» relating  to 

agricultural production itself,   such as  the  processing of foodstuffs and  the 

development of new   food products,   particularly those rich in proteins. 

He had been  impressed by the number of representatives who had said  that 

UNIDO1 s co-ordinating role did  not involve a transfer of,   or a reduction  in, 

industrial development activities already being carried out by specialized agencies 

such as FAO but rather an  intensification of the activities   of the agencies, 

notably those of FAO, which had  been engaged   in certain industrial activities 

since its inception.    Admittedly,   other representatives had  spoken in favour of a 

reverse trend,   but  he doubted whether that would be logical and reasonable.    In 

FAO Conference resolution 2H/6;,   (lD/B/3/Aad-3>  appendix I),   the Conference had 

expressed the view   that the proper management and development, of renewable natural 

resources required   that there .. hould be no divorce between responsibility for these 

resources and responsibility  for  the  industries based  on the-a.      The Conference had 

then  reaffirmed  FAc's  responsibility for advising and assisting member nations   in 

t'n«'  harmenicus development of   industries  either based  on renewable natural resources 

or  desi|>\i   to meet   feed  and   nutritional  needs.     It would   be   illogical  to expect 

A» 
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that a Conference of over 100 member nations would reverse a poeiti.cn expressed In 

resolution form or that the great majority of developing nations would abandon 

their demands  for intensification of FAO assistance in agro-industrial fields. 

FAO wanted  its services and expertise to be fully utilized and to co-operate 

in every way with other organizations of the United Nations system, particularly 

UNIDO.    Any other course could only result in a dispersal of efforts and in 

duplication, particularly as one of the nain obstacles to industrial development 

was the scarcity of skilled technicians.    UMIDO«s impact would thus be diminished 

in its own ai ta of competence, where there was such great scope for action. 

Inevitably, oi  course, there would be "grey areas" where the situation was unclear 

as far as cf>- ordinati on was concerned.   Like the Uud er -Secretary for Interagency 

Affairs, however, ht thought that consultations within the Uniteu Nations family 

could an much to rénove areas of doubt and to facilitate the cooœcn tasks.    He 

assured the Board that FAO would co-operate in the consideration of the problems 

of co-ordination and looked forward to the development of fruitful co-operation 

with the Executive Director oi' UNIDO. 

The meeting rose at 1.10 p.m. 

II UH ••••Miai 






